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ABSTRACT

In late 2012 when the post-flash capability became available on-orbit, the WFC3/UVIS daily

monitoring program was modified to acquire flashed dark observations in order to mitigate

CTE loss and improve the hot pixel maps generated from the superdarks. To determine the

efficacy of flashing the UVIS darks, we performed a comparative analysis using the un-flashed

equivalent of the post-flashed reference files. These un-flashed products are generated using

the new un-flashed dark calibration pipeline, a modified version of the superdark generation

pipeline used to create the post-flashed reference files (Bourque, 2016). We find that flashing

the detector prior to collecting the darks leads to 1) a ≥ ≈ 50% increase in detection of hot

pixels compared to the un-flashed darks and 2) a decrease (≈ 2 e−

hr
) in measured dark current.

Furthermore, flashing the detector is most efficient at preserving hot pixels in the half of the

chip closest to the amp and less efficient in the half of the chip furthest from the amp (with

a ≈ 55% drop in detected hot pixels between the closest and furthest row from the readout

amplifier).
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1. Introduction

The daily monitoring program for the Wide Field Camera 3 (WFC3) UVIS detector

includes dark observations that are used to quantify the evolution of dark signals throughout

the UVIS detector over time and to provide reference files, hot pixel maps, and bad pixel

tables. We define three levels of dark signal:

1. A nominal low dark signal called dark current,

2. A slightly stronger signal called a warm pixel, and

3. A strong signal, defined as ≥ 54 e−

hr
, called a hot pixel.

Note that in the calibration pipeline, only hot (not warm) pixels are flagged in the

data quality file. The number of hot pixels detected and the overall median dark current

on UVIS increases with time due to the continuous damage to the silicon lattice of the

detector caused by the harsh radiation environment of HST. To combat the damage, anneal

procedures are performed every month, successfully ‘repairing’ a portion (currently ≈ 10-

20%) of the accumulated hot pixels. In order to provide users with the most accurate hot

pixel and dark current maps to use for their science image calibration, new reference files

are created for every anneal period with daily hot pixel maps superimposed.

Another consequence of radiation damage to the detector is the formation of CTE traps

(Giavalisco, 2003): small pockets of positive charge formed in the lattice of the detector that

capture electrons during readout, degrading the charge transfer efficiency (CTE). In the case

of a hot pixel, CTE losses can occasionally reduce its measured charge below the defined hot

pixel threshold (54 e−

hr
), such that the pixel is no longer considered hot. This reduces the

reliability of the hot pixel mask, as not all of the hot pixels that exist on the detector will

be identified as such. This effect also increases the total dark current, since all pixels not

flagged as hot contribute to the measured median dark current on the detector. To mitigate

CTE loss, the daily monitoring program now includes flashing the detector with 12 e− before

taking dark observations. This raises the background of the detector and preemptively fills

many of the charge traps, leading to more accurate hot pixel detection, and an improved

measurement of the dark current in each pixel (Bourque, 2016). It is this method of reducing

CTE loss that will be assessed in this report, by conducting a comparative analysis between

dark observations taken with and without flashing the detector beforehand. Exactly how

efficient is flashing the detector at filling charge traps and preventing hot pixel signal loss1?

How many more hot pixels are detected after flashing the detector, and is this consistent

1Note that the best approach for optimal CTE loss mitigation is the two-pronged approach of flashing

the detector, followed by CTE correction performed via calwf3 (Bourque, 2016).
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over time?

2. Methods: The Un-flashed Dark Calibration Pipeline
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Fig. 1.—The post-flashed superdark generation pipeline (Bourque, 2016).

* Note that two types of post-flashed reference files (hereafter ‘superdarks’) are generated:

one with, and one without CTE-correction. For this analysis, we work with the non-CTE-

corrected post-flashed superdarks.

In order to determine the efficacy of flashing the UVIS detector before observations, the

post-flashed superdarks are compared against their un-flashed equivalent. Figure 1 shows the

general steps of the algorithm used to generate the post-flashed superdarks. The un-flashed

superdarks, generated from individual un-flashed dark exposures that are taken as part of the

WFC3/UVIS Un-flashed (CTE) monitoring program, are made using a separate algorithm

that is a modified version of the procedure shown in Figure 1. The un-flashed algorithm runs

the same major steps as the post-flashed algorithm in order to create products that can be

compared with one another. A summary of the un-flashed pipeline is described in the next

section.
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Fig. 2.—The un-flashed superdark generation pipeline. Steps labeled in pink are the added

modifications.

2.1. The Un-flashed Pipeline

Figure 2 shows the procedure used to generate the un-flashed superdarks. The un-flashed

algorithm is a version of the post-flashed algorithm, but modified to omit CTE-correction

and to accommodate for the smaller number of exposures taken without flashing the detector

beforehand. The following is a brief description of the procedure:

The individual darks are passed through calwf3 for an overscan and a bias correction,

and to locate where the cosmic rays are incident. The cosmic ray flags are doubled in

size using a custom python script to mask the contaminated pixels more conservatively, as

some cosmic rays may have extended wings that otherwise are not completely flagged in the

calwf3 process (Bourque, 2016).

After thoroughly masking the cosmic ray flags, the individual darks are then stacked

to create the superdark. This is where the un-flashed dark calibration pipeline deviates

from the post-flashed dark calibration pipeline: Because there are fewer un-flashed darks

taken in later anneal cycles, the sliding 4-day window grouping method used for the pipeline

superdarks cannot be used. In the most recent cycles, only 10 un-flashed darks per anneal

are taken – 5 before the anneal and 5 after. Thus, the first 5 darks are grouped together,

and the last 5 darks are grouped together. These darks are average-combined (with sigma-

clipping) to make a total of 2 superdarks per anneal cycle. Considerably more post-flashed

darks (typically ≈ 100 each anneal) are taken for the calibration pipeline allowing for the

construction of daily superdarks.

The pixel values of the superdarks are then used to generate hot pixel maps. Any
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pixel with a value ≥ 54 e−

hr
is considered a hot pixel, while anything under that threshold is

considered ‘good’ and used to calculate the median dark current. The median dark current

is calculated from the masterdark file, which is created from a stack of all the individual

dark exposures taken within that anneal (the hot pixels are masked in each dark before

stacking, using the hot pixel maps). The reason for using all the individual dark exposures

in a single cycle is that the dark current does not fluctuate on a daily timescale like the hot

pixels do, and a larger sample of individual frames will provide a more accurate median dark

current value. Once the un-flashed masterdark has been created, each non-hot pixel in the

un-flashed superdarks has its value replaced by the median pixel value of the masterdark

frame. Unlike their post-flashed counterparts, however, the un-flashed superdarks are

not delivered to MAST, as they are only used internally for monitoring purposes

and post-flash validation.
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3. Results & Discussion:

Hot Pixel and Median Dark Current Evolution

The metrics used for the comparative analysis in this study are the hot pixel and median

dark current evolution of the post-flashed and un-flashed superdarks. Both sets of superdarks

are non-CTE corrected in order to evaluate the degree to which flashing the detector mitigates

CTE loss effects. A future study will evaluate how well the CTE pixel-based correction in

calwf3 performs on un-flashed and post-flashed darks.
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3.1. Hot Pixel Evolution
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Fig. 3.— Hot pixel percent as a function of time in the WFC3/UVIS post-flashed (blue) and

un-flashed (orange) superdarks. The alternating shaded and un-shaded columns represent

the anneal cycles, and the vertical line denotes when regular post-flashing was enabled on-

orbit.

Figure 3 plots the hot pixel population (in percent) in the un-flashed and post-flashed

superdarks from 2009 to late 2018, with post-flash starting in late 2012. This figure shows

that flashing the detector improves the detection of hot pixels by at least ≈50% for every

anneal. There are three anneal cycles that occur between 2013 and 2016 where the hot pixel

amount jumps by at least ≈ 5% above the previous population. These anneal cycles were

investigated in Bourque (2016) but the cause of the anomalous hot pixel jumps remains

unknown. Overall, the post-flashed hot pixel evolution behaves relatively consistently until
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2016, where there appears to be a slight increase in the rate of hot pixel detection per anneal

(i.e. change in slope of the line fit to the blue points). This same behavior is shown in the

un-flashed population, with the slope increasing from 0.1 to 0.2 % per year (since post-flash

start).

To investigate how post-flash affects different regions of the detector, the hot pixel

evolution was studied in two separate areas on each chip: One area was a 600×4096 pixel

slice closest to the amplifier readout, and the other was a slice of the same size, but using

the 600 rows furthest from the readout. The regions studied are shown in Figure 4, with

triangles indicating the regions closest to the amplifiers, and stars indicating the regions

furthest from the amplifiers.
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Fig. 4.—Location of the slices where the hot pixel and dark current statistics are re-

calculated. The amplifier locations are labeled on each corner of the detector.
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Fig. 5.— The hot pixel population (percent) as a function of time in slices close to, and far

from, the amplifier readout for UVIS chips 1 and 2. The alternating shaded and un-shaded

columns represent the anneal cycles.

Figure 5 shows the un-flashed and post-flashed hot pixel evolution in the slices close to,

and far from, the amplifier readout. From chip 1 of this figure we find:

• The increase in hot pixel detection rate (i.e., the slope of the fit to the points) in the

post-flashed superdarks is shallower far the amp than it is close to the amp (by ≈ 65%

pre-2016 and by ≈ 45% post-2016).

• The rate of hot pixel detection in the region close to the amp is greater for the post-

flashed superdarks than the unflashed superdarks (by ≈ 32% pre-2016 and by ≈ 39%

post-2016).
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• The rate of hot pixel detection in the region far from the amp is greater for the un-

flashed superdarks than the post-flashed superdarks (by ≈ 12% pre-2016 and by ≈
39% post-2016) era.

• The rate of hot pixel detection for post-flash jumps after 2016 (by ≈ 23% in the close

region and by ≈ 50 % in the far region). For un-flashed data, the rate jumps by ≈
14% in the close region and ≈ 189% in the far region.

These observations indicate that while post-flash is effective at bringing out more hot

pixels throughout the detector than no flashing at all, it is generally more effective in regions

closer to the amplifier readout than further away.
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Fig. 6.— The comparison of a single post-flashed superdark (d160423113 drk.fits) and

its un-flashed equivalent. The number of hot pixels are calculated for bins of size 50 × 4096

pixel, and plotted against the row number that corresponds to the center of the bin. Hot

pixels have been enlarged for visual purposes.
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To study the hot pixel distribution across all rows of the detector after flashing, the num-

ber of hot pixels in every 50 rows for a single post-flashed superdark (d160423113 drk.fits),

and its un-flashed equivalent, are overplotted as shown in the center of Figure 6. The hot

pixel maps of the corresponding un-flashed and post-flashed superdarks are plotted on either

side of this scatter plot. Higher numbers of hot pixels are detected in the rows closest to the

amplifier, for both chips, in both post-flashed and un-flashed data. This is expected given

that fewer transfers prior to readout limits the number of charge traps encountered. The

number of hot pixels per 50-pixel bin starts at ≈ 5700 (≈ 5500) pixels, dropping down to

≈ 3000 pixels (≈ 2000 pixels) in the rows furthest from the amplifier for the post-flashed

(un-flashed) data. The post-flash is clearly able to mitigate some of the CTE losses: in

every row bin, whether close to or far from the amplifier, the post-flashed data contain more

hot pixels than the un-flashed data. Over much of the chip, the post-flashed data show ≈
50 % more hot pixels than the un-flashed data (however, even the post-flashed data show

some signs of CTE losses). Assuming no anomalies during manufacturing of the chips, one

would expect hot pixels to be distributed evenly across the detector. Thus, a decline in

the number of hot pixels is indicative of CTE losses: The hot pixel charge packet becomes

smeared out to the extent that the charge finally read out does not meet the 54 e−

hr
hot

pixel threshold. The automated calibration pipeline calwf3 includes a CTE correction step

(https://wfc3tools.readthedocs.io/en/latest/wfc3tools/calwf3.html); this correc-

tion applied to the post-flashed data currently recovers an additional few percent of the

hot pixels across the chip. An updated CTE pixel-based correction for calwf3 is currently

under development (J. Anderson, priv.comm.); once finalized, the improvement in hot pixel

detection when using post-flash, in addition to software correction, will be assessed.

https://wfc3tools.readthedocs.io/en/latest/wfc3tools/calwf3.html
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3.2. Median Dark Current Evolution
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Fig. 7.—Median dark current as a function of time in the WFC3/UVIS post-flashed (blue)

and un-flashed (orange) superdarks. The alternating shaded and un-shaded columns repre-

sent the anneal cycles, and the vertical line denotes when post-flash began.
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Figure 7 shows the median dark current evolution for the un-flashed and post-flashed

reference files. The dark current for the un-flashed darks is ≈ 2.0 e−

hr
higher than the post-

flashed darks. This may be attributed to a larger number of hot pixels remaining undetected

in the un-flashed, and therefore contributing to a larger median dark current.
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Fig. 8.— The median dark current ( e
−

hr
) as a function of time in slices close to, and far

from, the amplifier readout for UVIS chips 1 and 2. The alternating shaded and un-shaded

columns represent the anneal cycles.

In order to study the median dark current behavior across all regions of the detector,

the same technique was used as for Figure 5: two 600×4096 pixel slices close to and far from

the amp (Figure 8). Once again, the rate of increase in median dark current is higher in the

un-flashed superdarks when far from the amp than close to the amp, which we attribute to

an increase in the CTE-related trails.
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Fig. 9.— The pixel value distributions (with a bin size of 5 e−

hr
) in a post-flashed UVIS

superdark from 2017 (d170519221 drk.fits) and its un-flashed equivalent for regions close

to and far from the amplifier readout. All counts within the shaded region are hot pixels

(anything at or above 54 e−

hr
).
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The pixel value distribution across the close and far regions of each chip can be seen

in Figure 9. The portion in each histogram within the shaded region of the plot represents

the pixels that exceed the nominal hot pixel threshold (54 e−

hr
). In all four sub-plots, the

post-flashed superdark has a larger number of pixels ≥ 54 e−

hr
than the un-flashed. Close to

the amp, around 300 e−

hr
, the flashed and un-flashed populations are about the same while

far from the amp, the number of hot pixels in the post-flashed superdark is larger at all

pixel values. Close to the amp, the number of transfers is low enough that not much CTE

loss happens to the hottest hot pixels. However far from the amp, even the hottest pixels

encounter so many traps that they inevitably experience some CTE losses which the post-

flash is able to mitigate somewhat. Moreover, the population of pixels between ≈ 5 and 30
e−

hr
is higher in the un-flashed superdark than in the post-flashed superdark. This population

may be the hot pixels that lose enough charge to no longer qualify as hot and thus contribute

to the background of the superdark if flashing is turned off, thereby contributing to a higher

median dark current value.
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Fig. 10.— A comparison of the detected hot pixel values between a post-flashed UVIS

superdark from 2017 (d170519221 drk.fits) and its un-flashed equivalent for chip 2 of the

UVIS detector. The blue (vertical) region represents hot pixels that were detected only in

the post-flashed superdark, and the red (horizontal) region represents hot pixels detected

only in the un-flashed. The purple datapoints represent hot pixels that were detected in

both superdarks.

Figure 10 is a direct comparison of the hot pixel values between the un-flashed and

post-flashed superdarks used in Figure 9. The blue vertical region designates the values of

the hot pixels that were detected in the post-flashed superdark only, the red horizontal region

designates the values of the hot pixels detected in the un-flashed superdark only, and the

purple datapoints in the grey region represent the hot pixels detected in both superdarks.

In the blue region, the hot pixels detected in the post-flashed superdark also have high pixel
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values in the un-flashed superdark (tending toward 54 e−

hr
), implying that hot pixels that

remain undetected in the un-flashed superdark still hold relatively high pixel values that

raise the overall median dark current. In the purple population, those hot pixels that were

detected in both superdarks were still higher in value in the post-flashed than in the un-

flashed, which is consistent with the results in Figure 9. Lastly, while there are hot pixels

detected in un-flashed superdarks that were not detected in the post-flashed superdarks, the

shape of this population appears to be random, and therefore can be attributed to un-stable

pixels, or cosmic rays that were not flagged properly, and therefore incorrectly classified as

hot pixels. Furthermore, because there are fewer individual un-flashed darks with which to

build a superdark, there is a slight difference in the epochs between un-flashed and post-

flashed superdarks. Since the hot pixel maps can change on a daily basis, this time difference

is likely also contributing to the red population.
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4. Conclusions

The post-flashed UVIS superdarks that are delivered to MAST for the automated cal-

ibration pipeline are compared against their corresponding un-flashed superdarks to deter-

mine the efficacy of flashing the detector prior to taking the dark observations in order to

mitigate CTE loss. The overall behavior of the hot pixel and median dark current evolution

shows that post-flashed superdarks contain at least ≈ 50% more hot pixels, and had ≈ 2
e−

hr
lower dark current for each anneal cycle. A closer look at the hot pixel and dark current

evolution shows that there is a divergence over time between the post-flashed and un-flashed

superdarks. That is, the rate at which hot pixels are being detected each anneal increases

more for the post-flashed superdarks than for the un-flashed counterparts. A study of the

hot pixel maps of several post-flashed and un-flashed superdarks shows that flashing the

detector does have its limitations, as a ≈ 55% efficiency drop-off was found between the first

few and last few rows for the post-flashed superdark (for each chip). Application of the CTE

correction step in calwf3 can mitigate the CTE losses further. Finally, we note that flashing

the detector has proven to be most efficient at preserving the hot pixels in the middle of the

chip.
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